
Professional Summery
Currently a fashion design student at LCI Barcelona. 
A very passionate, serious, creative, out of the box thinking person. 
Having previous knowledge in swimwear design and sewing (fabrics and
crochet), basic knitting and crochet skills, Adobe design programs knowledge,
basic Instagram filters making (with Spark AR Studio).
Have experience as manager and client service, problems solving, flexibility to
changes. 

Founded in 2022 the online store By Maya Ei.  (www.bymayaei.com)- selling my
digital art printed on 100% organic cotton T-shirts; selling in Europe and Israel.

Work Experience

Skills

Education

Languages

Sewing
Swimwear Design
Adobe software (PS,
Illustrator, Indesign) 
Fashion Illustration 

LCI Barcelona (Felicidad
Duce)- Fashion design
bachelor (2020-2024).
Course Clo3D Beginners -
Udemy (July 2022e).
Muchafibra- Basic
swimwear pattern-making
and sewing, developing
own swimwear model (Nov
2018).  
IED Barcelona- Intensive
summer course of
swimwear specialisation
(Jul 2017-Jul 2018).
Amal Emek Harod High-
school (2007-2012).

Hebrew- mother language
English-Fluent
 Spanish- Basic 

Founder- By Maya Ei. 

Online store selling my digital art printed on 100% organic cotton T-
shirts

Onlline E-commerce Store | 2022 | Current

www.ByMayaEi.com 

Maria Roch

Internship as sewer. 

Barcelona, Spain | Feb 2022- Apr 2022 
Fashion designer who have 2 stores in Barcelona and selling worldwide;
specialised in Pret-a-porte and wedding and evening wear.

Barcelona Bridal Fashion Week

Internship at the BBFW 2022 backstage. 

Barcelona, Spain | Apr 2022 
The worldwide epicenter of Bridal Fashion.

International Operations and CRM Agent

2.5 years as manager: in charge of the daily team positions (teams of
20+ workers), problems solving (taking decisions regarding logistics
and security threats and finding the way to resolve it) , flexibility to
changes of last moment, dealing with costumer problems and
employees personal problems, training new employees.
2 years in-charge of the technological aspect and machine used-
training and qualifying new workers to use the machines.
Customer relations: handled interactions with customers on a daily
basis. 
Managed operations and delegate tasks in accordance with
potential security issues; verify task completion.

Barcelona, Spain | 2017-2021 

Isrotel Hotel Chain

Armed guard at the luxurious hotel chain.
Customer relations: handled interactions with customers on a daily
basis. 

Eilat, Israel | 2015-2016

Havat ha-Tavlinim ba-Gilboa

Waitress
Was 3 months as shift manager (after the military service 2014-2015) 

Gilboa, Israel | 2010-2012

+34 695352370

Emaya130@gmail.com

maya eizenboim

@Maya.eiz / @Bymayaei


